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Represented over 100 brands as
their brand ambassador at various
marketing campaigns

Worked in Tourism Marketing and
Advertising Sales in the past 2.5 years in
Yellowknife

Hello,
I'm Kristen!

I help Artists, Entrepreneurs 
and Small Businesses on their
Instagram Marketing Strategies.

I have been a freelance musician
and model for over a decade

Started this business because I noticed
there is a need in Yellowknife@kristen.au.rora
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ONE WAY MESSAGE

INTERACTIVE
ENGAGEMENT
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What makes them want to click that "Follow" button?
What makes them want to spend their hard earned money
on your products or services?

Your Target Audience, aka your current and potential customers
are always looking for What's in it for THEM:

It's not always about a description of your products or services
It's not always about how much you love your products
It's not always about how much you believe in your services
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Age :
Gender :
Location :
Lifestyle :
What do they use Instagram for?
What makes them excited about the content you are making?

Who are your your Target Audiences (Ideal Followers)?

Does your Current Followers reflect your Ideal Followers?

Create a Profile (or Profiles) of your ideal follower!
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Relationship marketing is a form of marketing developed from direct response
marketing campaigns that emphasizes customer retention and satisfaction rather
than sales transactions.

It differentiates from other forms of marketing in that it recognises the long-term
value of customer relationships and extends communication beyond
intrusive advertising and sales promotional messages.

With the growth of the Internet and mobile platforms, relationship marketing has
continued to evolve as technology opens more collaborative and social
communication channels such as tools for managing relationships with customers
that go beyond demographics and customer service data collection. 

Relationship marketing extends to include inbound marketing, a combination
of search optimization and strategic content, public relations, social media and
application development.

Source: Wikipedia
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Provide VALUE.
Build the KNOW, LIKE and TRUST.

Then SELL!
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That also performs the best to get your audience to like and follow you!

Rotate the above 3 topics, then SELL!
Now are only "selling" and "advertising" 25% of the time!
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Entertainment /
Story

Education

Inspiration

TOPIC 1: TOPIC #2 TOPIC #3CONTENT

VALUE

My Content Matrix

Instagram & Marketing Tips Entrepreneurship Yellowknife
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DRIVE MORE
TRAFFIC TO

YOUR WEBSITE

COLLECT
BUSINESS

ANALYTICS

CONDUCT
MARKET

RESEARCHCOST
EFFECTIVE

ADVERTISING

GROW
A NEW

AUDIENCE
BUILD TRUST
WITH YOUR 
AUDIENCE

SELL MORE
GOODS OR
SERVICES

TELL YOUR
BRAND STORY
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A Professional Account will allow you to access 
insightful analytics such as:

Demographics of your current audience
What kind of posts perform the best
How many times your posts have been seen (not just liked)
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These Insightful Analytics
can really help your 

Marketing Strategy
moving forward!
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The "1000 True Fans" theory by Kevin Kelly

Quality over Quantity!

@kristen.au.rora

Build relationships with those who are your true fans
(especially when they are your ideal followers!).
Follow them, like and comment on their posts as well.
Ask them questions.
Invite them to ask questions, and answer in a timely manner.
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(What's in it for THEM to Click the "Follow" Button?)

@kristen.au.rora

This Top Bio Section
of Your Profile

is very important
Real Estate!
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Profile Picture

Name

Bio

Story Highlights

Does it communicate
who you are and
what you do?

Who are you helping?
How do you stand out
from your industry
competitors?

Your Name / Your
Business's Name?

What are (or would be)
the Tabs on your
website?
What else would you like
to highlight?
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Be SOCIAL

Build Relationships!
on Social Media
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The Number of Followers and Likes still matter,
but not as much as Comments, Shares and Saves!

LIKE

COMMENT

SHARE

SAVE

Quickest way to
show appreciation

Signals Instagram you
have a relationship with
the creator

Increases the
content and
account's visibility

Shows Instagram 
the creator is providing

valuable content
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Instagram is more likely to boost your visibility to
accounts whom you show high engagement with!

ALGORITHM-wise:

You want to build relationships with your followers,
who are also your existing or potential customers!

MARKETING-wise:
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It studies and collects all datas of who you are
interacting with.
It calculates how much time its users are
spending on each post

It wants its user to spend more time on its
platform
It rewards creators who invite users to spend
more time on it's platform (to see paid ads!)

@kristen.au.rora
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How can you invite your audience to stay longer on your post?

1x1 or 8x10
High Resolution,
Eye-Catching
photos

Users will have to
spend time on your
post to watch your
video.
People may have
short attention spans

Users may be
curious to see the
next slide
They are also
spending more time
on your post.
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More Ways to Invite Your Audience to Spend More Time On Your Post:

To Provide Value
To Educate,

To build the KNOW,
LIKE and TRUST
 with your audience!

to Inspire,
to Entertain 
(and to Sell!)
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(Education)

(Entertainment)

Caption
Strategy
101:

Hook

Hook

Create
Line Breaks

*Bonus Tip*
 Learn 

Copywriting!
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Giving too much away?

the "What"
the "Why"

the "How"

The more VALUE 
you provide, the more
you are positioning
yourself as an Expert,
hence building the
TRUST with your
audience.

Time & Convenience
Expertise
Customization
Reliability

People are willing to pay for:

@kristen.au.rora
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Stays Permenant
on your profile

@kristen.au.rora

Your Story My Business My Service My Shop

kristen.au.rora
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories

Only lasts for 24 hours

Be intentional
when creating
each post

Can be more casual 
with your content

Share contents
that are more
directly related to
your business

Where you can
show more of your
personality and
lifestyle

Best for: high
quality photos,
provide value

Best for:
interacting with
your audience,
conduct market
research.

Shows up chronologically
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Are your posts
FULLY OPTIMIZED?

@kristen.au.rora

Your Story My Business My Service My Shop

kristen.au.rora
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories

Location Tag

Account Tags

Alt Text

#Hashtags
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Hashtags (#) are keywords within Instagram’s
search engine that help categorize content for
your target audience. 

New audience, i.e. potential followers can
discover your content on the Explore Page
according to the hashtags you used.
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1.Types of Hashtags such as Branded,
Industry, Community, Content, Location and
Campaign Hashtags.

2. Sizes or Popularity of Hashtags, which is
determined by how many times the hashtags
have been used.

Using a strategic combination of small, medium
and large hashtags can optimize your chances of
being discovered on the Explore Page.

#yksmallbiz
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(Continued)

3. Competition Score of Hashtags refers to
your chances of ranking on the Explore Page. 

4. Rotation of Hashtags is very important
because... let’s not forget Instagram is in fact a
program! It can easily detect repetitive
patterns and hence determine you as a bot. 

#yksmallbiz
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Social Media is for Relationship Marketing

Develop the Know, Like and Trust with your
audience by providing Value in your Content.

Invite your audience to interact with you
and spend more time on your post will not only
help you build relationships, it also works to your
advantage to Instagram's algorithm.

Make sure your Bio and your Contents are
Searchable.

@kristen.au.rora

...
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Like and Respond to all comments
Respond to all DMs
Comment on the 3-5 posts from Yellowknife Businesses
Re-share your followers' posts to your Story

@kristen.au.rora

...

Check your Analytics on your progress!
Adjust your post strategy accordingly.

,

0204060

Item 1 

Item 2 

Item 3 

Item 4 

#yksmallbiz
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Follow me @kristen.au.rora

Instagram Account Audit and
Consultation

Email: kris10.au@gmail.com

Search Optimization

Visual and 
Story Branding

Content Creation




